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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several attempts have been made to found mathematically the con- 
vential energy criterion of elastic stability. In [l] Como and Grimaldi 
tried to justify this criterion by modifying the nonlinear potential energy 
functional such that it becomes twice continuously differentiable in the 
Frkchet sense on a space with the energy norm of the linear theory of 
elasticity. In this paper we shall prove that such a nontrivial modification 
cannot be obtained. 
From the purely mathematical point of view we prove actually that 
a functional of the type 
(1) P[u]= J F(Pu)dx, 
n 
defined on the Sobolev space J&(Q) is twice continuously differentiable 
in the Frechet sense only if F is quadratic. Here Sz is a bounded domain 
in euclidean three-space. However, for applications to elastic stability 
it is desirable to state and prove a similar result for a functional of the 
type (l), defined on a space of displacement fields provided with the 
energy norm of the linear theory of elasticity. 
In case the functional under consideration is twice continuously differ- 
entiable in the Frechet sense it is indicated e.g. in Wang and Truesdell 
[3] how sufficient conditions can be obtained. In view of our result the 
meaning of this for the theory of elasticity is very much open. For a 
recent discussion about the basic problem of founding mathematically 
the energy criterion of elastic stability we refer to Koiter [2]. 
2. 172 IN THE FRI~CHET SENSE OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONALS 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a class of functionals to be twice 
continuously differentiable in the Frechet sense are stated in the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM. Let Q be a bounded domain in euclidean three-space 33, 
Ir’ a twice continuously differentiable function, defined on the euclidean 
nine-space R@ and 
P[u] = J F(Vu)dx 
R 
a functional, defined on the space of displacement fields of J.2 with norm 
A necessary and sufficient condition for P to be twice continuously 
differentiable in the Frechet sense is that P is quadratic. 
REMARK. Of course Vu denotes the gradient of the displacement 
field u. In the definition of the norm we have adopted summation con- 
vention and a comma preceding a subscript j denotes partial differentiation 
with respect to the j-the coordinate. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Sufficiency is very well-known. So we have 
only to prove necessity. Suppose that P is Ca in the Frechet sense. Since 
a functional with a quadratic integrand is Ca in the Frechet sense and 
since the function F can be written as a sum F = G+ H such that the 
partial derivatives of G up to and including the second order vanish at 
the origin and H is a quadratic function it is no restriction to suppose 
that the partial derivatives of F up to and including the second order 
vanish at the origin. The assumption that P is Ce in the Frechet sense 
implies that P is Ca in the Gateaux sense. The second Gateaux derivative 
d2 P[u] equals 
82P[ul(v WI= j (DhkDppF)(v~)~)~r,~~p,qd~, n 
here Dnn: denotes partial differentiation with respect to the (/&)-variable. 
Without restriction we may suppose that the origin in R3 is an inner 
point of Q. Let B be a closed ball with positive radius and the origin 
as center such that B is contained in $2. Let y and F be arbitrary C” 
functions, supported in B such that 
Define functions yt, q” (O<t< 1) by 
?p(x)= ; y ; , p(x)= ; ij ; 
0 0 
and let wt, zut (0 <t < 1) be fields such that 
I yt if h=ho I Ft if p=po VA= ) w;= 0 if hfho 0 if pfpo’ 
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here ho, po are certain fixed values of h, p. Then we have 
@P[u](vt, wt,=J (DhkDpqF)(vU)v~kW;.aax= 
R 
=$ %k %oQF)(VU@% W,kw&(X’) ax’, 
applying the transformation x = tx’. 
Let 4 be an arbitrary C”” real function supported in B such that I# 
equals 1 in a neighborhood of the origin and deCne fields us (O-c8 < 1) by 
where E= (&‘l) is any constant (3 x 3)-matrix. Obviously, we have 
and it follows that 
which converges to zero as s -+ 0 and 
which also converges to zero as 8 + 0. Hence lluall -+ 0 as 8 + 0. 
Now #, 5” are chosen such that llvtll< 1, llwtll G 1. Thus we have 
> p ; zIj)Gl i $ (Dhok %dwwX’)) Y,k(X’) @,dx’) dz’l = 
* * 
%k(X’) v,k(d) ax% 
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Now C$ equals 1 in a neighborhood of the origin and y, q are supported 
in the ball B. Hence by taking t small enough we obtain 
ll~2JY~8111~ sup I s (DrdcDPOP.P)(E)Y,k~,q~l. 
v.? R3 
By assumption, 62P is continuous and zcs + 0 as 8 --f 0. Thus 
ll~2pPlll~ sup I s (DhgtDP0clP)(&)Y,k~,PdX’l. 
v’.; R3 
Remember that we started from the assumption that the partial derivatives 
up to and including the second order vanish at the origin. This implies 
that @P[O] = 0 and then it follows that for any y, $? 
j (%~DPoPF)(E) %k%&‘=0. 
By integration by parts we obtain that for any w, v 
$ (DhokDPoPF)(&)Y,kI~dX’=O. 
Since y is almost arbitrary and since y, v are both supported in the 
ball B it follows that for any y 
(Dk&DPo@F)(&) Y,ka=o. 
Now y is almost arbitrary too. Hence for all ho, L, PO, 4 (no summation 
convention is adopted here) we have 
(2) (%k DxwF)(&) + (~ko,%ok~)(~) = 0. 
We shall show that this system implies that F equals a multiple of the 
determinant; i.e., F(E) =a det (E) for certain constant a. But then since 
det (a) is homogenous of degree three and the integrand of our norm is 
homogeneous of degree two in the components of the gradient of the 
displacement field it is a necessary condition for P to be C’s in the Frechet 
sense that a= 0. Then the proof would be completed. It remains to be 
proved that F(E) =u det (a). Take ho =po en k=q in the above system (2) 
of equations. Then we have for all ho, k that D&+F = 0. This implies that 
F(E) is a polynomial in the elements of E of degree at most 3. By assumption, 
F cannot contain terms of degree less than 3. Hence F(E) is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree 3. 
Next take ho=~o in (2). Then we have that for all ho, k, q that 
Dn, DJ,~ F = 0. It follows that F is of the form 
F(4 = z: a31f2j3 wl w2w3~ 
where the summation has been taken over all ji, j2, j3 = 1, 2, 3. Take k = q 
in the system (2). Then &,kDpOk F = 0. Consequently 
F(4 = 2 %.,5,& W1 E352&35gs 
22 Indagationes 
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where now the summation has been taken over all permutations j,, Jo, ja 
of the integers 1, 2, 3. Pinally, again from the system (2) it follows that 
the coefficients ajIjgfs must satisfy aj1j25a = atltgfQ if the permutations j&$ 
and il in iB have the same sign and ajIjzj8 = - a~1c2~s if the permutations do 
have different signs. Thus F is a multiple of the determinant. This com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. 
3. OTHER NORMS 
From what precedes we see that it is impossible to modify the potential 
energy functional in an appropriate way. Now the question arises whether 
such a modification can indeed be obtained by applying a different norm. 
The answer is negative, which becomes evident from the following. 
Let 111 11 I be another norm such that the functional P is C2 with 
respect to this norm and such that there exists a displacement field u 
with the property that there exists a constant c> 0 such that for all 
smooth displacement fields w with compact support in a closed ball B 
contained in Sz we have 
By Korn’s inequality the Sobolev norm 11 11~1~~) is equivalent to the 
norm /I II and cYP[u](v, V) can be estimated by c’]]v@~~,, where c’ is a 
positive constant independent of v. Hence the norm III III is weaker or 
equivalent to the norm (I II. Therefore the assumption that P is 172 with 
respect to the norm 1 II 1 II implies that P is C2 with respect to the norm 
II 11. Consequently P must be quadratic. 
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